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The productivity conundrum 

According to Mc Kinsey, about 60% of occupations 

have at least 30% of their activities that are 

automatable… Logically, ¨employees¨ are getting 

seriously concerned about ¨robots¨. Not only in low 

qualification jobs and secondary sectors of the 

economy, but also in services (think of robot advisory in 

wealth management). Public opinions denounce more 

societal ¨Inequality¨ through rising employers’ power. A 

few politicians floated the idea of taxing robots. 

Incidentally, this opportunistic suggestion would prove 

inefficient and inapplicable, as requiring an 

unimaginable global fiscal consensus. 

A possible redux of the Solow paradox. Robert Solow – 

a renowned US economist – famously said in 1987: 

¨you can see computers everywhere, but in the 

productivity statistics! ¨. This quote featured well how 

helpless economists were, after two decades of rapid 

development in Information Technology! Indeed, while 

computing capacity improved hundredfold, labor 

productivity growth slowed markedly from 3 to 1%. In 

the 90’s, several academic studies finally demonstrated 

the ¨evidence¨ of a delayed IT-related productivity 

jump. Conclusions: disruptive technology needs a 

surprisingly long time for deployment, namely because 

of the natural inclination of human beings for doubt 

(and procrastination). Historical parallels actually exist 

with the steam engine and electricity, which actually 

recorded a long initial lag to be diffused into common 

use. 

 

 

 

Productivity growth relentlessly fell around the globe 

since the beginning of the 21st century. This process 

has been continuous and homogenous, in both 

advanced and emerging countries. At the same time, 

stories abound that mass-automation is underway. 

Hence THE crucial question: in an era of 

instantaneousness / real time and of knowledge 

sharing, is productivity growth going to experience 

(again) a classical time lag? 

Our short answer is: probably yes, for numerous 

reasons. First, calculation of productivity (real output 

per hour) is legitimately disputed. It probably poorly 

captures the actual progresses in corporate profitability, 

particularly in our age of digitalization. Second, the last 

ten years’ macro framework has been very averse to 

productive investment (and favorable to financial 

engineering). We may be on the verge of a gradual end 
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to financial repression. Large programs to incentivize 

productive investments are also possible. Third, there 

is no reason to think that human nature changed: 

disruptive technologies take time to be adopted. Just 

like in the past, social and regulatory acceptance are 

visible, but impossible to predict (hectic developments 

of Uber, Airbnb). But let’s face it, the New Age of 

Automation has already entered pre-puberty! Watch 

carefully for its coming years developments! 

Beware of the dangerously prevalent consensus on 

indefinitely mediocre economic prosperity. For now, we 

live in a disinflationary boom. Still, watch carefully for 

any significant changes in productivity growth 

Such an outcome would dramatically impair financial 

repression and send shockwaves to financial markets 

(kick-off the Great Rotation, disrupt correlations, restore 

risk / term premiums) 

 

Anatomy of the disinflationary boom 

World expansion will experience a significant cyclical 

rebound and probably approach a pace of 4% over 

coming quarters, which is unprecedented for many 

years. Emerging economies, including China, will flirt 

with potential growth over next year. Advanced 

countries are also on a positive path, with Europe and 

Japan taking over the baton from the US. 

Note that potential growth rates have significantly 

diminished since the beginning of the 21st century, 

because of a) ageing populations b) long lasting (if not 

structural) decline in productivity. For instance, experts 

forecast US potential over next decades to be around 

2% (compared to over 2,5% in former cycles). Indeed, 

improvement scope for demography is nil short-term: 

immigration is - in principle - a zero sum game. A 

possible exception might be Europe, where mass 

immigration from Africa / Middle-East might turn into 

economic extra-momentum (like in Germany); but 

political obstacles seem intractable. Medium-term, two 

command economies are contemplating a rise in 

natality: China (abandoning one child policy) and 

Russia (very afraid of population attrition for military 

reasons). Conversely, the low productivity ¨conundrum¨ 

could be addressed with new fiscal / financial 

incentives for corporates to invest and with heavy 

infrastructure / education spending. The odds short-

term U-turns in policies are limited but not nil (a 

¨Mercron¨ gran plan - a US bi-partisan fiscal plan + 

foreign profits repatriation). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expansion periods do not die of old age. The odds of a 

recession over the next 12 to 18 months, absent an 

external shock (say geopolitics), are particularly low. A 

tamer US reflation process, due to US administration 

¨gyrations¨, has healthily reduced the risks of an abrupt 

end to the business cycle. The consequential 

weakness of the USD also supports easy financial 

conditions in the emerging sphere. 

With only few significant exceptions (namely Japan, 

Brazil), the world economy should experience a 

¨disinflationary boom¨ regime, sometimes called ¨Great 

Moderation¨. But large imbalances (debt and elusive 

inflation), as well as an exhaustion of monetary policy 

tools may spell future bifurcations into different less 

appealing regimes. 

 

All being equal, this should be supportive for financial 

markets. Even more so, as expansion will be balanced. 

Indeed, stable and long lasting expansions allow for 

sound profits’ development, high visibility, hence 

generous multiples and below average risk premiums. 

But the sustainability of this regime is eventually 

questionable… 

 

Major currency misalignments (JPY, CHF) should 

adjust over the next cycle  

 

The JPY remains by far the cheapest G-10 currency as 

it is the case for years now. The massive BoJ balance 

sheet, i.e. 100% of GDP, represents a source of 

concern as well as the elusive inflation. The BoJ is 

expected to maintain 10-year yield at around 0% under 

its YCC framework while other central banks are 

slightly more hawkish. The JPY valuation remains the 

main anomaly. At any time, the BoJ could surrender 

and the JPY adjust. 

The recent CHF fall is just the beginning of a long-term 

adjustment as it reflects a perceived decoupling in ECB

-SNB monetary policy tempo. It also reflects the CHF 

perceived status as the anti-EUR. In this framework, 

CHF is vulnerable to the renewed investor appeal of 

the single currency. The CHF remains clearly 

overvalued by at least 10% medium-term wise, making 

it the most expensive G-10 currency. In a context of a 

more united EU, the CHF overvaluation should 

disappear. 
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Central banks at a crossroad. A perilous exit of 

financial repression 

Easy financial conditions keep the Fed on course 

despite a weak inflation. A key reason the Fed is 

shrugging off soft inflation data is that measures of US 

financial conditions have eased even if the Fed has 

raised rates. The market reaction to its balance sheet 

normalization strategy pre-announcement was benign. 

Growth-friendly financial conditions still prevail despite 

Fed tightening gives the Fed confidence that it can stick 

to its gradual rates normalization and shrink its balance 

sheet without damaging the economy. We are still 

expecting the next Fed hike in December despite the 

still elusive inflation. The ECB path is arguably more 

treacherous than the Fed because markets are more 

uncertain about the future of the ECB QE program. 

Purchase are currently scheduled to continue at a pace 

of €60bn per month until year-end. The ECB will 

announce a reduction to 40bn though at least mid-next 

year. Which could be seen as a source of durable 

higher volatility for the European sovereign bond 

market is not the US one. While central banks could 

become structural bond sellers, the US market benefits 

from stronger supports. US pension funds are poised to 

shift as much as $1 trillion from stocks to bonds in 

coming years to lock in gains and limit the potential for 

big losses. The main foreign Treasury purchasers, i.e. 

China and Japan, are already back in the market as 

their FX reserves are increasing again. This will last. 

Persistently low inflation will remain structurally lower 

than in the past. Globalization, Internet or technology 

and demographic have simply made 2% more elusive 

than before. The start of the Fed balance sheet 

normalization and the asset tapering will result in an 

increase of the term premium. As long as inflation 

expectations will remain low, the term premium 

increase would be contained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commodities. Back to a bull cycle? 

Demand increase and dollar decline explain the bull 

cycle. The graph at the bottom shows the bull trend of 

the demand/supply ratios, like in 2005-2007 (cycle I) 

and 2009-2011 (cycle II). We are in a favorable period 

(Cycle III), but unlike the previous two cycles, this 

positive trend has not yet reacted on prices and we 

think there is a potential for catching up. The upward 

trend accelerated recently with the decline of the dollar. 

In the short term, we enter a period (September-

October) that is statistically less favorable to a rise in 

prices due to a lower storage effect. 

 

Black line: sum of demand/supply ratios of Bloomberg Commodity 

Index’s components. Agriculture 30%, oil 25%, industrial metals 20%, 

precious metals 15%, natural gas 5% and livestock 5%.  

 

Oil. We are no longer in a regime dominated by the 

OPEC monopoly, but in a regime influenced by the 

marginal cost that US producers are constantly 

decreasing through technological improvements. US oil 

production is higher than expected. On the other hand, 

Saudi Arabia and Russia are working hard to freeze 

OPEC and 11 non-OPEC producing countries output in 

order to stabilize prices; Saudi Arabia and Russia need 
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stable prices, whose oil revenues are used to balance 

the budget and finance their large military expenditures. 

Industrial metals. China consumes 50% of the world 

supply of copper. The limited number of new production 

projects is a positive factor to control the supply. For 

the next years, demand will remain strong and supply 

will be in deficit. Overall infrastructure spending will 

grow by 7.8% per year over the next 10 years with 

spending of $26 billion in the United States, China, 

India and Europe. According to the UN, 66% of the 

world's population will live in cities in 2050, compared 

with 54% today, requiring airports, highways and trains. 

Global Infrastructure Hub is assessing infrastructure 

needs at $97'000 billion by 2040; each year, $3,700 

billion has to be invested in infrastructure to meet the 

needs of the population: new infrastructure in emerging 

countries and renovation/replacement in developed 

countries. 

Gold. The decline of the dollar, the decline in US real 

interest rates and the risk of a military conflict between 

the United States and North Korea favor the rise in gold 

prices. US political stalemate favors gold. Gold and 

silver offer interesting technical configurations. China, 

the biggest importer of oil, will soon launch future 

contracts on oil in yuan and convertible into gold, a 

mechanism reducing the dollar-king hegemony. 

INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE 

 

 Stay globally invested, but cautiously: focus on 

core markets and beware of overshoots 

 USD is too weak and sovereign bond markets 

probably reflect too much anxiety  

 High yield and emerging debt are expensive 

 Equities still have some potential, selectively 

 Precious metals and commodity related assets 

are interesting and affordable diversifiers 

 Watch carefully for the outcome of the China 

plenum, as being a possible inflexion point in 
terms of global geo-politics and regional 
economic trends 

 Keep a sizable portion of hedging assets in 

portfolios (cash in JPY or USD, long US 
Treasury bonds, gold) 
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